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Special position of QITL among linguistic conferences:

I meeting place, across subdisciplines, for researchers interested
in linguistic methodology, particularly in empirical and
quantitative methods

I crossing the boundaries of theoretical frameworks

I with the common goal of meticulously studying the data and
discovering how such studies can inform theory
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Special emphasis of QITL:

I QITL is not just about the methods

I It is about how quantitative methodology can inform
linguistics theory (through hypothesis testing, simulations, ...)

We believe this emphasis on how to put quantitative methods to
use in theoretically relevant research is especially relevant and
timely now that we witness a turn towards empirical methodology
throughout linguistics.
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The format of QITL

Up to this point QITL has not been very consistent with respect to
the time intervals between conferences, but it has been consistent
with respect to following features:

I relatively long presentations

I ample time for discussion

I single track sessions

I a relatively modest size

We believe that in the past these features have helped make QITL
a pleasant forum that encourages discussion.
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For QITL-5:

I We feel honoured and excited to be able to contribute to the
QITL tradition and its continuation.

I We try to stick to all the good features that are characteristic
of the QITL tradition (singel track sessions, ample time for
discussion, ...).

I We are happy to have Jennifer Hay, Laura Janda and Søren
Wichmann as our invited speakers.

I We received many interesting contributions from several
different linguistic subdisciplines.

I We very much look forward to the conference and the
discussions.
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About the conference venue:

I The Hogenheuvelcollege consists of several buildings, one of
which is the Huis van ’t Sestich, which in Dutch very much
sounds like House of sixty.

Which we though has a nice
(quantitative) ring to it.

I The name Hogenheuvel college itself literally means High hill
college. And in fact this is the highest place in the city of
Leuven.

But that is not where the name comes from.

If you want to learn more about the Hogenheuvelcollege and other
places in Leuven, the guided tour on Friday is something for you.
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Finally some practical points:

I Proceedings, programme and practical information can be
downloaded from the conference website.

I Unfortunately we cannot lock the rooms, so please don’t leave
anything of value unattended.

I For those who skip the guided tour on Friday, but do attend
the conference dinner: we’ll gather before the conference
venue at 18.45 and go to the conference dinner together.
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